Directions to FMTC IJmuiden
Kennemerboulevard 716
1976 ES IJmuiden
The Netherlands

Travelling from Alkmaar
1. Follow highway A9 towards Beverwijk
2. Take the exit A22 through the Velsertunnel
3. Follow the signs IJmuiden by taking the exit just after the tunnel
4. Continue to follow the signs to IJmuiden
You are on the Parkweg now with the North Sea Canal on your right hand
5. Take the first traffic light to the right in the direction of Sluizen and Zeehaven
6. Follow the main road straight ahead, including the two roundabouts
7. Continue to follow the main road straight ahead, also at the traffic lights
The route will bend here and there, but stay on the main road until you cross the
dunes
8. At the roundabout (please ignore the exit to the parking area here) continue to
follow the road straight ahead, the Marina Seaport IJmuiden is on your right hand
9. You arrive at a barrier. Via the intercom – press the button – you can sign up for
the FMTC boat training
10. At the end of the road, on number 716, you find a building with the name SARCC
From this location all FMTC boat trainings take place
Travelling from Amsterdam
1. Follow highway A9 towards Beverwijk
2. Take the exit A22
3. Follow the signs IJmuiden by taking the exit just before the tunnel
4. Continue to follow the signs to IJmuiden
You are on the Parkweg now with the North Sea Canal on your right hand
5. Take the first traffic light to the right in the direction of Sluizen and Zeehaven
6. Follow the main road straight ahead, including the two roundabouts
7. Continue to follow the main road straight ahead, also at the traffic lights
The route will bend here and there, but stay on the main road until you cross the
dunes
8. At the roundabout (please ignore the exit to the parking area here) continue to
follow the road straight ahead, the Marina Seaport IJmuiden is on your right hand

9. You arrive at a barrier. Via the intercom – press the button – you can sign
up for the FMTC boat training
10. At the end of the road, on number 716, you find a building with the name
SARCC
From this location all FMTC boat trainings take place

